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Singapore National Sailing Championships 2022

Scoring Inquiry

Inquiry No: 56
Course: Final/Medal
Race No: Final/Medal
Posted Score: DNC91
Protest Party: Optimist - Silver Fleet - SG SGP3330 - SZ 20302E - EVAN TEO EE WEN

Scoring Inquiry:
Regarding the final/medal race on 22 June 2022, Evan told me that he and a majority of his peers (they were together like a fleet
cluster of boats) scored a TLE. As I checked the result at 6.00pm on 22 June 2022, Evan’s rank was in the 48th. 

We were happy for him as we knew that he had been working really hard throughout the races and generally consistent with his
scoring and ranking thus far. At night, the father checked the overall result again and we were shocked that Evan’s result for the
final/medal race was DNC91, thus relegating him to the 60th rank! 

Evan told me that he was sure that his score was TLE and his sister Emma saw that he was far away in front of her! Evan has
indeed come a long way and this regatta reflects an improvement in his performance. He was indeed devastated and we couldn’t
understand why. Most of his friends had gotten a TLE 22 and his was relegated from TLE 22 to DNC91. 

Therefore, we would like to seek a redress from the scoring committee regarding this matter. Thank you for your kind
understanding in this entire matter and we really hope to hear from you. 

Witnesses:
1) Emma Teo Su Wen (Sail 3636) 2! Travis (Sail 4556) was in front of Evan; according to Evan, Travis did turn around and saw
him. 3) Two other racers (Sails 3800 or 3111)

Response Title:
Corrected Score: TLE (22)
Score amended to TLE. 
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